
Welcome to the November issue of digital Golf Range Magazine!

Inside this issue, you will find the following features:

• Teaching the Game: Athletic development, across multiple sports,
with golf success just one benefit

• GRAA Top 25Teaching & Training Aids: The Tour Striker - a top aid
for the top player

• Innovations: Haggin Oaks adds to a stellar menu with new putting
course

• Video File: Issuing a skills challenge resulted in increased lessons and
revenue for PGA Professional Steve Whidden

• Range Renovations: Famed Canadian resort learning center, preps
for improvements

Keep it fun and thanks for supporting the GRAA.

Best Regards,

Rick Summers
CEO & Publisher, GRAA
610-745-0862
rsummers@golfrange.org
Golf Ranges: Where the Fun Starts
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…the automatic choice 

To fi nd out how easy it can be 

to upgrade your range, with no risk 

and no capital investment, call: 

1-877-POWERT1 (1-877-769-3781) 
or visit www.powertee.com.

http://www.powertee.com


World Leader in Range Automation

e for driving ranges and practice facilities.

Power Tee®  automatic tee systems have been chosen by 

more than 300 commercial golf ranges and many of the 

world’s most prestigious golf clubs. Here’s why:

Good for range owners

Power Tee is proven to attract new golfers, families 

and even non-golfers to driving ranges.  Our customers 

tell us that golfers who use Power Tee stay longer, hit 

more balls, take more lessons, buy more and better 

equipment, and come back more often. 

Commercial ranges that have upgraded to Power Tee 

and followed our simple 3-step formula have offset the 

effects of the recession on their business, and many are 

enjoying revenue increases of 20%, 30% or more.

Best of all, if implemented properly, a big part of that 

increased revenue can be pure profi t. Let us show you 

the numbers.

Good for golfers & teaching pros

Power Tee makes practice less work and more fun. 

Without having to release their grips, bend down and 

tee up a ball, golfers can maintain their stances, groove 

their swing and hit with more consistency. And, by not 

having to constantly correct grip, stance and alignment 

on every swing, pros can focus on teaching the fi ner 

points of swing mechanics.

This makes Power Tee one of the most productive 

practice aids available for golfers at every level.

Easy to upgrade your range

With Power Tee, there’s no capital expense, just a 

monthly rental. There’s minimal maintenance, an

d repairs are free of charge. There’s no cost for mat 

replacement, so you save $$ thousands every year.
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Finding ROI That
Goes Beyond Money

W
hen you take some time to analyze the numbers, it makes sense to view

your driving range as a viable contributor to your facility’s financial health

– and to seek out ways to increase contributions from your range. In this

issue of Golf Range Magazine we’re taking a close look at two facilities who did just

that – one in California (see page 20) and one in Canada (page 48).

In these starkly different golf markets, both facilities have smartly invested in reno-

vation projects to enhance their practice areas. As a result, they are already beginning

to see increased traffic, which means ROI.

Of course, there are some successes that enhance the bottom line while using golf

to improve peoples’ lives. At a Dallas facility, one PGA Professional – Jeff Isler – has

truly made a difference in enhancing the junior game in an already golf-rich market.

You can read more about his facility’s success starting on page 26.

With the ever-present success of outlets such as Little League Baseball and Pop

Warner Football, there has been a lot of discussion about how golf can appeal to kids

who prefer to engage these traditionally more athletic sports. With the emergence of

new initiatives like FootGolf and PGA Junior League Golf, the industry is certainly

making an effort. However, Isler is taking it into his own hands by helping juniors

excel at golf by developing their athletic ability through multiple sports.

I encourage you to take a look at these stories, and I hope you’ll find the ideas and

inspiration to enrich your facility on multiple levels.

Rick Summers

CEO, GRAA

610-745-0862

rsummers@golfrange.org

Golf Ranges: Where the Fun Starts
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adjustable driver is PING’s longest, most forgiving driver ever. In wind tunnel 
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Golfweek Makes Dedication to the Future of

the Game: Last month Golfweek announced the
nationwide launch of Golfweek College Bound
Membership (CBM) - a new mentoring/recruiting
program for junior golfers and their parents. After
its initial Oct. 24 rollout with the Texas Junior Golf
Tour, the first Golfweek CBM partner tour, it
expanded nationally by beginning to work with
additional junior tours.

Housed on GolfweekCBM.com, Golfweek CBM is
an online, 10-month mentoring program for junior
golfers who want to play college golf and secure a
scholarship via golf or academics. Members have
access to insight and wisdom of former and current
college coaches, parents of college golfers and
college golfers who have successfully navigated the
transition from junior golf to college golf.

Prepare for Golfers to Know More: In this age of
instant information, golfers know more about
equipment, golf courses and their own swing than
ever before. Get ready for them to know even more.
SkyTrak LLC, a partnership between SportTrak, LLC
and SkyGolf, the makers of SkyCaddie, announced
the release of SkyTrak Personal Launch Monitor. 
It’s about the size of a book and weighs less than 2
pounds, but captures thousands of data points
from a golfer hitting balls into a net at home. With
this being one of the first “at home” launch
monitors, it still comes with a pretty hefty price tag
of just under $2,000 – but if it catches on, it could
turn into an emerging market. Remember when
people shelled out $500 for rangefinders?
Something to keep an eye on as a golf instructor.

Connecting Her With Golf – Online: The PGA of
America launched Connecting With Her as an
industry-wide initiative to grow the game of golf
among women. In an unrelated effort, the LPGA is
now connecting with women golfers online
through a partnership with Pearson, a global leader
in learning and education. LPGA and Pearson have
created an online program called the LPGA
Teaching HER Course. The self-paced course, which
launches this month, consists of four one-hour
modules with knowledge checks and interactive
video segments. ■
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A Wide Rangeof News
Keeping you up to speed on trends in the golf practice-and-learning sector

Practice in Paradise: Fall has arrived yet again, which means the end of the

golf season is in sight for much of the country. If your members/golfers still

haven’t gotten their fix and are starting to plan winter getaways, Poipu Bay

Golf Course on the Hawaiian island of Kauai is offering an amazing Practice &

Play deal that includes unlimited range balls and access to their practice area,

as well as play on the first three holes of the course (with a golf car) for only

$25. Not to mention, the view isn’t too bad.

http://GolfweekCBM.com
http://WWW.GOLFRANGE.ORG


847-252-7600
linkstechnology.com

Is your information technology and online 

marketing not getting the job done? Trust 

the experts at Links to provide creative 

solutions that will point your business in 

the right direction.
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Project & Contract Labor
Recruiting
Temp To Hire
Management & Analysis
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iOS & Android Apps
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Industry-Specific Solutions

Web Design
Content Management Systems (CMS)
Responsive Design (For Mobile)
Creative Custom Design
Phone & Tablet Apps
Social Media Consulting

IT Support
Help Desk & Support Services
Network Management
Disaster Recovery
Infrastructure Assessments
IT Leasing Services

http://linkstechnology.com
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I
n cooperation with Pellucid Corp, a leading industry insight and information

provider, each month Golf Range Magazine will present research which

demonstrates how the weather has impacted the number of “Golf Playable Hours” in

multiple regions of the country.  While ranges may be somewhat less influenced by

the weather than golf courses, the above information should still provide a

performance metric worthy of review.  This map shows the percentage increase or

decrease for the month shown vs. the comparable month from a year ago followed

by the year-to-date results from January through the current month reported.

For more information about Pellucid Corp and how the data was compiled, visit

Pellucidcorp.com.

WEATHER IMPACT ANALYSIS 

http://Pellucidcorp.com
http://WWW.GOLFRANGE.ORG
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+/-100% = increase/decrease

exceeds 100% due

to small base value

N/A = out-of-season period

and not reported

f Playable Hours: September
Each region includes: Month % / YTD %
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Over 75% of all PGA Tour Players Trust Their Careers to Golfersskin Sunscreen.

®

ben@golfersskin.com | 1.800.977.3440 | www.golfersskin.net (wholesale) | www.golfersskin.com (retail) 

V I D E O F I L E

The Skills Test
Issuing a Skills Challenge Resulted in Increased Lessons and Revenue

for Steve Whidden

G
olfers love a good challenge. In fact, the

challenging the nature of the game is one

of the biggest reasons why people play. 

Another thing golfers love: winning money

from their buddies. PGA Master Professional Steve Whid-

den tapped into golfers’ affinity for both of those things by

issuing the Skills Test.

For $40 golfers join Whidden on the range at

Rosedale Golf & Country Club in Bradenton,

Florida, where he puts them through a series of

test to evaluate their ability with a wedge and a driver. Their results are graded and then compared to

other participants in the pool. The top three grades win their share of the pot.

For Whidden, he earns a little revenue from each $40 buy-in. But the real return is the time spent

with each golfer on the range and the uptick in individual lessons. Check out the video above to learn

more about how this promo helped Whidden fill gaps in his lesson book and increase revenue, while

helping golfers have more fun on the range at the same time! ■

mailto:ben@golfersskin.com
http://www.golfersskin.net
http://www.golfersskin.com




I N N O V A T I O N S

Haggin Oaks
Adds to a
Stellar Menu
with New Putting Co
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s

Course

Operating a government-owned facility but

contractually able to make big improvements

without undue risk, Morton Golf continues its good-

to-great effort in Sacramento BY JOHN TORSIELLO
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Then there is the pure pleasure that golf’s ever-

more-numerous putting parks engender. “This is a

golf amenity but really it’s a little paradise of sorts,”

asserts Morton, Jr. He is referring to decorative

touches like palm trees, bird-of-paradise flowers and

a bubbling brook, along with playability factors such

as sand bunkers and sneaky breaks, plus variety—

holes on the course range from 25 to 65 feet in length. 

Local artist John Holland was commissioned

to paint a 100-foot long section of adjacent wall to

match the tropical golf theme, and local artist Sue

Johnson created a caricature of a young Alister

MacKenzie, namesake of the championship golf

course at Haggin Oaks, as the logo for the putting

course. California’s TruTurf and the father-son

team of Mike and David Schy undertook the con-
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T
he new MacKenzie Putting Course at Haggin Oaks Golf Club in Sacramento, Calif. is much more

than a place to smooth out your stroke before or after playing 18 with your friends. As Ken Morton,

Jr., describes it, the synthetic-surface amenity is “just one more differentiation that makes Haggin

Oaks unique.” As a second-generation manager of Morton Golf, he speaks from a long perspective.

“Because the Golf 2.0 initiative is so important to Morton Golf overall,” says Ken, Jr., “this new putting course

has added value. It gives us a vehicle to bring new beginning golfers and junior golfers onto a small-size course

and talk through how to actually play the game in an unintimidating environment.”

http://WWW.GOLFRANGE.ORG




UNPARALLELED GOLF, DISTINCTLY DIFFERENT
www.GreatGolfResorts.com
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Kapalua Golf Village at Masland Golf Resort Streamsong Resort 

struction project. The cost of the artificial turf-

putting course was roughly $150,000 and, follow-

ing a permitting process that took the better part

of a year; the job was finished in a little under 100

days. The course opened for business on April 25

of this year.

“The reception has been great,” Morton, Jr., re-

ports. “Our range is open 24 hours, so the putting

course works on the same schedule and it’s being

played at all hours of the day. We’ve found that

families and kids seem to fall in love with it the

most, but we have a little bit of everyone out there.”

That includes fundraiser groups, which have

booked the course for certain time windows and

done very well in both turnout and proceeds.

It is still somewhat early to declare whether or

not the putting course will significantly impact the

club’s bottom line, but ownership is confident that

it will recover its investment in a timely manner.

For golf facility managers thinking of going this

route, take a look around for a spot that makes

sense in terms of traffic flow. Look also for any 

corner of your property that drags things down,

aesthetically. The Mackenzie course at Haggin

Oaks, according to Morton, Jr., “dressed up an area

that really needed it.”

The brain trust at Haggin Oaks had discussed

building a putting course for a number of years, but

the group finally green-lighted it when a change in

its contract with the city of Sacramento gave Mor-

ton Golf more latitude to make capital investments,

both in terms of freedom and length of contract to

receive a return on the investment. Said Morton,

Jr., “We had seen the one that Disney has at Disney

World and that, plus the contract terms, became

the catalyst for us to move forward on ours.”

These golf entrepreneurs aren’t afraid to inno-

vate, and they aren’t shy about promoting golf or

their facilities. Haggin Oaks also features a 24-hour

driving range, a Player Performance Studio fitting

center, a three-hole learning academy, a 15,000-

square-foot Golf Super Shop, two 18-hole courses,

and yes, a FootGolf course. Patrons have enough

to do that they don’t even have to decide exactly

why they are headed to the facility, only that they’re

certain to find something that makes them happy

when they arrive. Any golf company could roll along

smoothly, with a formula for success like that.  ■

“Families with kids

fall in love with

this course.”

—Ken Morton, Jr.

http://www.GreatGolfResorts.com
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If something isn’t broke you’re not supposed to

fix it, but Isler, now 55, has lately been broadening

his vision of what’s possible for his students. The

California native, known for his interest in pro-

gressive ideas, is waxing enthusiastic about a new

“sports movement” platform under development

at his facility. It will use golf as the base activity but

the goal will be to develop young athletes who are

physically versatile and multi-skilled. That means

mixing a variety of sports into what was once a

golf standalone.

“I want to focus on long-term athletic develop-

ment and build athletes first—they’ll develop into

golfers later,” explains Isler, who relocated to Texas

in 2004. “The idea of beating balls eight hours a

day is really old-school. We are boring our young

players with that approach.” Young athletes with

superior golf talent can do well by specializing in

those skills later in their development. At that point

competitive drive becomes a powerful motivator.

But academy junior programs that are built around

that minority probably don’t make the most sense,

is how Isler views things. “We will always have a

limited number of high-level juniors,” he says. “At

our academy, we are creating a new center that

will focus on younger players and make it colorful

and make it fun.”

To focus on his new teaching goal, tentatively

titled the “Junior Athletic Golf Academy,” Isler has

doubled the size of his indoor facility by obtaining

a another, larger warehouse nearby. He is also

staffing up, adding a new associate who will work

with players ages 5 to 12. The new facility opens

officially in January. Looking to that day, and 

beyond, Isler anticipates a new form of grow-the-

game thinking for the golf industry. It’s all about a

portal for school-age athletes that leads them to

golf without excluding the myriad other enjoyable

and fitness-building pursuits. Early response has

been more than satisfying.

“We’re literally busting at the seams with kids

coming for this new program,” reports Isler. “Kids

are looking to play a variety of sports and activities.

This will give them a chance to do that, and then

transition into golf.”

The concept of a well-rounded sports activity

program that tracks a youngster toward golf isn’t

totally new and did not originate with Isler. Titleist

Performance Institute (TPI) has been advocating

so-called complementary sports and fitness activ-

ities for many years. Not many academies have

embraced the belief, for all the talk it stimulates.

The Isler academy will therefore be a program to

keep tabs on. “We want to embrace this concept,

focus on it and have our own specialist there to

teach it.”

To identify candidates for the new post, Isler

worked through various university Professional

Golf Management programs (PGM) that place 

apprentice or assistant professionals at various

golf courses. “It’s a process to find the right person
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Success for kids of all 

age levels, using

innovative training

techniques, is on

display at the Texas

academy of Jeff Isler

(above).

Jeff Isler

T E A C H I N G T H E  G A M E

J
eff Isler has devoted 10 years to establishing and operat-

ing one of the top junior golf academies in North Texas.

Combining technology, innovative training and a healthy

work ethic, Isler has accomplished plenty in a converted

warehouse in the fast-growing suburb of Southlake. His training

method, carefully designed and honed, has produced dozens of

junior golf champions, garnered hundreds of trophies and put a

shine on his academy’s reputation.

Athletic Development,
across Multiple Sports,
with Golf Success Just One
Benefit
Young bodies do best with a range of athletic activity, according to experts in

physical development. One Dallas-area golf professional is taking that notion

to heart. BY ART STRICKLIN

http://WWW.GOLFRANGE.ORG




for this very important job,” he comments.

“We want players who are not just golf-depen-

dent.” Isler’s California roots were in the surf

mecca of Manhattan Beach. He attended the

University of California at Santa Barbara,

where he focused on a variety of sports, in and

out of the water.

“I learned to play golf by having fun,” he 

recalls with appreciation. “You can ruin a 

potential good player by focusing on just one

thing. We need to be developing athletes and

the best golfers are multi-sport athletes not

golf-only,” he says, echoing what many top

college golf recruiters have been espousing 

of late.

Since the founding of his academy, Isler

has pushed the envelope on technology and

training concepts. “Back in 2005 TPI had just

started,” he notes. “I think we had the second

association, here in greater Dallas. We grew it

to 100 juniors taking lessons. There would be

20 to 30 regularly in the gym.” Golf instruction

was becoming much more dynamic and 

science-based, a trend Isler welcomed. “I was

one of the early adopters of the K-Vest and 

Trackman technologies,” he says. “I used tech-

nology to get an edge. We were fully into it.” After

starting in a space the size of a three-car garage,

Isler eventually grew his facility to 8,500 square

feet with all manner of computer-generated 

cameras, hitting bays and short game facilities.

“It’s a six-figure investment in technology, but

it’s worth it. This is the lab where you learn to

train and practice and compete.”

Isler works with a wide range of students,

from the juniors under his new sports-move-

ment program to older players who want to

get their bodies in golf shape. Students have

access to an on-site fitness director who helps

devise goals and regimens. The academy 

recently hired a director of sales to handle 

increased demand. During the cooler months

or when needed during the summer, they

work outdoors at some local courses.

“We started out with word of mouth buzz

and that generated phone calls and inquiries,”

he says. “We want to work with middle schools,

high schools and colleges and our new program

will target even younger kids. We can track 

success with wins, but also with kids involved

in the game.” For a professional comfortable

with technology, talent-evaluation and teach-

ing, growing the game at the youngest levels

and having those players reach their heights

will be the biggest reward of all. ■

Pioneered by the

Titleist Performance

Institute, training on

body motion that

applies to other

sports is now part of

golf coaching.
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November’s Featured Top 25Teaching & Training Aid:

Tour Striker:
A Top Aid for the Top Player
For students who may struggle with compressing a golf ball, PGA
Professionals Adam Smith and Megan Padua say that the Tour Striker
can deliver some terrific results

G
olf does not discriminate. The game can be difficult

for all types of players, whether they are male or 

female, youth or senior golfers, high or low hand-

icaps. One of the most problematic areas of the

game is consistent ball striking. That’s why PGA Professional

Martin Chuck, Tour Striker LLC and Tour Striker Golf Academy

at the Raven Golf Club - Phoenix, invented the Tour Striker

in 2008. The unique teaching and training aid is designed with

little to no clubface below the club’s sweet spot. The Tour

Striker is designed to help golfers hit the ball with a forward

shaft lean and a downward strike, much like touring profes-

sionals do so well.

“The best players deloft the

face at impact, and the

Tour Striker teaches
you how to deloft the
face properly.”

— Martin Chuck, PGA



The Tour Striker has had some great

success since the company’s launch and

has sold thousands of units worldwide.

Furthermore, golf instructors across the

country have come to rely on the training

aid to help improve their students’ ball

striking. Among the satisfied teaching

professionals are Salisbury Country 

Club PGA Director of Instruction Adam

Smith and Maidstone Club and Belfair

Plantation PGA Golf Instructor Megan

Padua, who use the Tour Striker regularly.

As you will read and see in the accompa-

nying video, Smith and Padua use the 

device a number ways and for various

drills which have been very well received

with their pupils.

From Adam Smith...

On his lesson tee at Salisbury Country

Club in Midlothian, Virginia, Adam Smith

uses the Tour Striker to help players get

better contact and more centered hits.

Smith, keeps this instrument as one of

many useful training aids in his teaching

bag on his instruction tee.

golfrangespecialties.com

TARGET 

DOME
Turn your 

driving 

range into 

a precision 

target 

range.

Happy Golfers

No Maintenance

More Profit

Used by Jim McLean at 

his Junior Golf Academy 

in Ft. Worth Texas

special price

$399
$600666666666666666666666666666666666666666666000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000006000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
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In this video, Megan Padua explains why the Tour Striker has become one of her favorite

teaching and training aids to use with her students on the lesson tee.

1
First, Megan shows how the Tour Striker works and why it promotes a forward shaft

lean and a relatively shallow angle of attack.

2
Second, Megan shows us one of her favorite drills to use with the Tour Striker. 

She likes to have her students start making half swings with the aid to help them

understand how they need to swing the club to successfully compress the ball and

launch the ball in the air.

PGA Professional Megan Padua on Using
the Tour Striker

Adam Smith, the 2008

Middle Atlantic PGA Section

Teacher of the Year and a

2013 GRAA Top 50 Growth 

of the Game Teaching

Professional, is the PGA

director of instruction at

Salisbury Country Club in

Midlothian, Virginia.

http://golfrangespecialties.com
http://WWW.GOLFRANGE.ORG


“I find the Tour Striker is most effective

when used by better players or low handi-

capped players who need more consis-

tency for centered strikes. I typically will

use the Tour Striker when my students

aren’t sure if they’re hitting the actual sweet

spot.” Smith says that as soon as his 

students start to use the training aid, they

receive immediate feedback and can 

instantly feel where the ball is making 

contact with the club, good or bad.

“The Tour Striker is a great diagnostic

tool for the centeredness of a hit. It helps a 

good player with consistency.” He suggests

thinking twice about using the Tour Striker

with a higher handicapper, however. “Not
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(continued on page 37)

6-in-1 Golf Swing Trainer
For Every Swing In YOUR Game!

GOLFSTR+ is 

a Brain Trainer to 

develop muscle 

memory as you play. 

Gives you an unfair 

advantage. 

6 SWING FIXES:

1: Straight Arm 

Backswing

2, 3 & 4: Flat Wrist 

Putting, Chipping 

& Backswing

5 & 6: Lag trainer: 

Full Swing & Limit 

Lag Chipping

Call 1-855-799-9695 
www.golfstr.com 

Only $29.99

1

2
3

4

6

5

PGA Professional Martin Chuck had been

experimenting and making training aids

for 20 years prior to developing the Tour

Striker in 2008. Chuck created the Tour

Striker in a way so that anyone could

use it, regardless of their swing style or

swing shape. The aid’s design has a 

small clubface below the sweet spot like

a traditional club that help teach golfers

how to deliver the sweet spot to the golf

ball, much like expert ball strikers do.

Notes from the

Manufacturer: 

Tour Striker

http://www.golfstr.com
http://WWW.GOLFRANGE.ORG






Here’s what’s really cool about it…you can share [videos] with your instructor, your 
instructor can edit it, send that link right back to you. You can have, within two or 

three minutes, “feedback” from your instructor and be half the world away. Great 

technology from FeedbacK™.

                     CHARLIE RYMER, Golf Channel Analyst
Golf Channel Morning Drive - 2014 PGA Merchandise Show

Meet the first 
voice-controlled, 
hands-free, golf swing 
training aid.

www.feedback-golf.com

feedbackgolf@

FeedbackGolf

The Golf Range Association of America

Top 25 Teaching &
Training Aids

The 2014 list was selected by the
country’s top teachers

• Ernest Sports ES12

• Exertools DynaDisc

Balance Cushion

• Explanar Golf 

Training System

• K-Vest

• K-Vest K-Trainer

• Momentus Power

Hitter Driver

• MorodZ Alignment

Rods

• PING iPING Putter

App

• Right Angle 2 Golf

Training Aid

• SAM PuttLab

The Next 10:

1. Gary Wiren Impact Bag
www.golftrainingaids.com

2. Orange Whip Swing Trainer
www.orangewhiptrainer.com

3. V1 Pro
www.v1sports.com

4. Gary Wiren Power Fan
www.golftrainingaids.com

5. The Putting Arc
www.theputtingarc.com

6. Eyeline Golf: 360 Degree Mirror
www.eyelinegolf.com

7. Swingyde
www.swingyde.com

8. SNAG Golf
www.snaggolf.com

9. Momentus Weighted Iron
www.momentusgolf.com

T10. Eyeline Golf: Ball of Steel
www.eyelinegolf.com

T10. TrackMan Pro
www.trackmangolf.com

T12. Mike Bender BenderStik
www.benderstik.com

407-328-7674

MEGSAgolf@aol.com

T12. Orange Whip Orange Peel
www.orangewhiptrainer.com

T12. The Impact Ball
www.theimpactball.com

T12. V1 Golf Academy
www.v1sports.com

T16. Eyeline Golf: Golf Metronome
www.eyelinegolf.com

T16. FlightScope X2
www.flightscope.com

18. Tour Striker
www.tourstriker.com

19. Foot Wedge
www.golftrainingaids.com

T20. Eyeline Golf: Balance Rod
www.eyelinegolf.com

T20. Randy Myers Stretching Pole
www.golfstretchingpole.com

22. Medicus Dual-Hinge
www.medicus.com

23. SKLZ Smash Bag
www.sklz.com

24. Eyeline Golf: Putting Impact System
www.eyelinegolf.com

25. JC Video Arc-30 System
www.jcvideo.com

http://www.feedback-golf.com
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every training aid works for every golfer,

as we know,” continues Smith. “I find that

higher handicappers get more frustrated

trying to hit a small sweet spot. These 

players need other drills and should swing

their oversize irons, not a blade.”

How does the 2008 Middle Atlantic

PGA Section Teacher of the Year decide

to use the training aid in a lesson? A lot of

times, it depends on the student’s overall

demeanor.

“Everyone is different,” explains Smith.

“Sometimes working on drills and using

teaching and training aids can help 

students, and other times they can 

backfire. The Tour Striker can be difficult

for some students to hit and get ideal 

results, as can a lot of other teaching and

training aids.”

If Smith knows one of his students

may become frustrated by using a training

aid, he tends to stay away from them.

However, other students relish the 

challenge of making solid contact with

an abstract club such as the Tour Striker

and Smith can successfully train them 

to make the correct motion and swing

during his lesson.

Furthermore, Smith says that he has

had success using the Tour Striker with

students who struggle with topping the

golf ball. He says that the training aid has

helped these students not only create a

descending attack angle, but also achieve

a forward shaft lean at impact, as many, if

not all, of the touring professionals

achieve.

While Smith says he currently uses the

Tour Striker with just a handful of his stu-

dents, he says the aid has become very

popular with those golfers who get good

feedback from it. Smith encourages these

students to borrow the Tour Striker during

their practice sessions on the range. He

likes to lend out his tools and encourage

productive practice.

“If a student comes to me and regularly

borrows the same training aid, like some

have with the Tour Striker, I know that

they are making the best of their practice

sessions. I often suggest that they purchase

one for themselves, to keep in their 

bag and use during practice, to improve

their game.”

Adam Smith has indeed had success

using the Tour Striker in his instruction

program and plans to continue using the

aid as it continues producing positive 

results for his students. While he says 

he may only use the Tour Striker for five

minutes during a private lesson, the 

feedback the aid provides is tremendous

for his students’ understanding of their
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“The Tour Striker

is a great diagnostic

tool for the

centeredness of a

hit. It helps

a good player 

with consistency.”

— Adam Smith, PGA

Training Aids to Look for: K-Vest K-Trainer
The K-Trainer is primarily used for biofeedback and training. The aid can be used to

train and re-educate practically any movement pattern of the upper body and pelvis.

Its set of biofeedback tools included core stability/mobility exercises, functional

movement assessments and fitness drills.

http://WWW.GOLFRANGE.ORG


own swings and almost always results in

ball striking improvement.

From Megan Padua...
Megan Padua is always eager to try

out new teaching and training aids and 

incorporate them into her instruction 

program and when she first saw the Tour

Striker, she immediately wanted to test

it out.

“I thought the Tour Striker had a very

interesting look to it and as a golfer and a

teaching professional, it instantly appealed

to me,” says Padua. “So I tried out the aid

and really saw the value and great feed-

back it can provide to students of all types,

not just the experienced golfer.”

Padua was also fortunate enough to

work with Martin Chuck, the Tour

Striker’s inventor, at the Tour Striker Golf

Academy at the Raven Golf Club - Phoenix.

Padua was given the whole story of how

and why Chuck invented the training aid

and how it has helped his own students.

“He told me that he had originally 

designed it, or rather sketched it, on a 

napkin,” Padua explains. “That was pretty

neat to hear how a simple concept 

drawing on a napkin turned into a great

selling training aid that is used by masses

of great teaching professionals across the

world that delivers great results whenever

it is used.”

Padua, a 2013 GRAA Top 50 Growth

of the Game Teaching Professional, 

admits that she does not use the Tour

Striker in every lesson, but encourages her

students who are familiar with the device

to practice with it often.

“I consider the Tour Striker a valuable

practice aid as much as I do a teaching

aid,” says Padua. “I typically use it in 

my lessons to show my students how to

properly hit golf balls or to allow them to

feel proper compression of the golf ball.

It is up to them to continue to practice 

with the Tour Striker to improve their 

technique.”

It is because of this philosophy that

Padua keeps extra Tour Strikers around
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so she can send them home with her 

students so they can continue to work with

the aid and the drills they worked on 

during their sessions. And it is because of

her lending program that her students fall

in love with the Tour Striker and ask to

buy a unit for themselves, which many of

them have. Padua explains that even

though she has not joined, Tour Striker 

offers an incentive program for golf 

professionals to sell the aid to their 

students all while earning extra revenue

that they may not have otherwise realized.

Padua’s go-to drill for the Tour Striker

is “waist-high,” or as some teaching 

professionals may refer to it, “nine o’clock

to three o’clock.” Padua says that keeping

the swings short at first is key, especially

with an aid that can be difficult to hit in

the air.

“Initially, almost all students will 

struggle to hit the ball in the air when using

the Tour Striker because they are unaware

of how the golf club is supposed to work,”

explains Padua. “The Tour Striker teaches

them how the club should contact the ball.

That is why it is important for them to start

small and perfect their downward strike

and forward shaft lean with half, or even

quarter swings. Once they master the

shorter swings and consistently compress

the golf ball and launch it in the air, 

we can start working with them on 

three-quarter swings and then ultimately

full swings.”

Padua also claims that the more teach-

ing professionals use the Tour Striker, the

F  E  R  S   B  E  T  T  E  R
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more likely they are to find new ways to

use it, like most other teaching and training

aids. For example, Padua first started using

the Tour Striker for ball compression and

to teach her students about the angle the

club should be at during impact, but has

since found that the training aid also helps

with her students tempo and rhythm. 

If golfers start to fall out of rhythm and

develop a tempo that may be too quick, it

will become increasingly difficult to hit

the Tour Striker properly.

All in all, Megan Padua has come to

rely on the Tour Striker to help improve

her students’ swings. In her own words,

the aid makes her job a bit easier and the

feedback the Tour Striker delivers to her

students is quick, reliable and invaluable.

She does not plan to quit using the device

any time soon. ■

PUD SPECIAL 30% Of

JOIN OUR AFFILIATE 

PROGRAMME

www.cs2putting.com
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In addition to the monthly GRAA Top

25 Teaching & Training Aids coverage

in Golf Range Magazine, the Golf Range

Association of America has created a

Teaching & Training Aids Resource

Center on GolfRange.org.  This

resource center will not only archive

all of the content from the magazine,

but also will house extra content

including videos, images, and editorial

on how top teachers are using the

various products from the Top 25.

In addition, the center includes a

full listing of the Top 25 Teaching &

Training Aids where readers can learn

more about the products and contact

the respective companies.

GRAA Top 25 Teaching
& Training Aids
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Visit GolfRange.org for

expanded listings of the

Top 25 Teaching & Training

Aids for 2014.
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product: FlightScope X2
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We inhabit a multi-media world—that much is

certain. Short-duration video—the golf instructor’s

friend and natural outlet—is the most desirable form

of digital content now available. Therefore the 

mobile-device app is a logical product for any 

ambitious golf coach or instructor to create and 

distribute. But producing and distributing one can

be a heavy lift.

Vikki Vanderpool, who probably has as much

app-building experience as any golf pro, encourages

colleagues to bring realistic projections and plan-

ning to any app-building effort they undertake.

Through her work in the SwingPal organization—

including its partnership with Golf Channel and

its SwingFix franchise—Vanderpool has been in the

trenches helping produce four different mobile

apps. Of the four, she is most enthusiastic about

one called SwingPal Event Driver, which took all

of two weeks to build and is a free download, rather

than a for-sale revenue generator.

“Event Driver is an app that supports the work

we do at big events recording dozens or even hun-

dreds of individual golf swings, which are then used

to generate online lessons paid for by Fidelity 

Investments or by some other sponsor,” says the

Nashville-based Vanderpool. “The app solved a

major problem. We were wearing ourselves out try-

ing to match attendees’ names and correct contact

info with the short videos of their swings,” she 

admits. “A process that used to be a real mess is

now seamless and basically problem-free.”

As someone who confesses to being “terrible

with computers,” Vanderpool has come far up a

learning curve in her years of assisting with app 
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Teaching professionals have long sought a way to sell their services more

widely. For some of them, a proprietary mobile app turns out to be the

answer.  BY DAVID GOULD

C
lick the App Store symbol on your iPhone, type

“Spearman” into the search box and you’ll find the

“Mitchell Spearman Golf Shot Fixes” app. It’s avail-

able for the modest sum of $4.99 (or lower if there

happens to be a special on it). Consumers browsing golf apps in

general can also encounter the Spearman app. It’s adapted for 

Android devices, too—again for just $4.99.

Enterprising
Instructors
Extend
Their Presence
with Mobile Apps

T E C H N O L O G Y

Mitchell Spearman,

considered the first

golf professional to

produce an instruction-

based mobile app, had

a built-in audience for

his product.
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development. However she now notices that learn-

ing curve becoming steeper, as consumers and the

two major operating systems get more demanding. 

“There is so much free content out there these

days,” she says. “It really should discourage anyone

from creating a golf app just to have an app.” There

is also the increased challenge of getting approved

for distribution through the App Store, given how

Apple has instituted tougher testing that helps force

a longer wait to get your app into circulation. 

“Apple’s approval process is longer and more

complicated now,” says Vanderpool. “That can be

especially true if you are trying to distribute an app

that is ecommerce-enabled, in order to sell online

lessons or some other product.” Only on the iOS

platform can you do that—Android doesn’t even

offer the functionality. “And of course Apple is tak-

ing 30 percent of your sales revenue off the top on

every transaction,” she adds. Little-known fact: If

your potential customer has an iPhone equipped

with wi-fi (or is in a wi-fi hotspot) and exits your

app, then goes to your website to place the order

for your product directly, Apple has technology

that blocks that purchase from their mobile device.

“They don’t miss much,” comments Vanderpool.

Mitchell Spearman’s mobile app is a menu-

driven content trove of faults-and-fixes video. It 

allows the curious amateur to select titles from 

various sub-sections of the app that correspond to 

various golf skills. Thus, in the Putting Faults section

of the app you would find Spearman tossing such

life preservers as “Pulled Putt: Decelerating Stroke”

and “Pushed Putt: Face Open at Impact.” Each

topic is addressed with a short video that gets 

directly to the cause-effect relationship and demon-

strates correct form. Spearman and his developers

created a highly user-friendly menu strip at the bot-

tom of the screen, all done with symbols and single

“fault” terms such as “Topped,” “Thin,” "Fat,” “Hook”

and several others.

Of course, Spearman’s potential to reach an 

audience and generate buzz is bolstered by ex-

tremely high-profile testimonials—from the likes of

Nick Faldo, Jim Nantz, Arnold Palmer, Nick 

O’Hern and Daniel Chopra. He ended up being

one of the first professionals to produce an app for

the golf instruction market in part because he set

himself that goal. “I took it as a challenge,” Spearman

says. “I was realistic about the time and effort and

cost it would require,” he says of his production ad-

venture, which took place in the winter of 2009-10. 

Mitchell spent a total of $20,000 to produce

“Golf Shot Fixes,” hiring a co-writer and a produc-

tion crew, later incurring studio costs for video 

Henry Brunton, a

pioneer in use of

technology but even

more so in the

coaching-over-teaching

approach, inspired Sean

Culhane’s new app.

“Apple takes 30

percent off your

revenue on app

sales.” 

— Vicki Vanderpool

http://WWW.GOLFRANGE.ORG
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editing plus the cost of building the finished product

as an app. “It ended up being a good investment in

every way,” Spearman says. “My ROI financially is

probably close to 300 percent. Plus, it opened up

other opportunities.” He felt pretty confident that

the decision to dive in would pay dividends, but re-

mained aware of the risk. He knew that a weak final

product would create a bad impression and weaken

his brand, so Spearman stayed on top of the details

throughout his planning and production effort.

Nick Kumpis, like Spearman, also set out to

achieve a “first.” Kumpis, based at Santa Ana Coun-

try Club in California’s Orange County, created an

app that addresses the scenario of the busy parent

who is at the golf facility with their young and sud-

denly golf-enthused son or daughter, in need of 

information to help guide the child along. “We give

parents a game plan when it comes to helping their

kids,” Kumpis explains. The value of the iJuniorGolf

app, he says, is in “putting over 100 video lessons

in the palm of the parent’s hand.”  These are short,

manageable lessons that allow the parent to be con-

sistent and not overload the youngster with ideas

and reminders. “Each lesson provides the parent

with specific focus, so the junior can work on one

thing at a time,” Kumpis says. ■
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Spearman works on

wrist position at the top

with PGA Tour

professional Nick

O’Hern.

T
ech-savvy Americans who watched the Winter

Olympics were able to enrich their viewing

experience using an app called “Prime Time

Companion.” Its designer is a Toronto software

developer, Sean Culhane, whose 12-year-old son is a

longtime student in the junior programs of the noted

Canadian golf coach Henry Brunton. Working with

Brunton and Dr. Rick Jensen, Culhane recently

produced an unusual mobile-device app—one that

isn’t destined to sell big on iTunes and in fact

requires a golf coach trained in the specific teaching

to administer and oversee its use. (That’s in sharp

contrast to Prime Time Companion, which served a

massive audience—“up to 300,000 users hitting the

app server every 60 seconds”—Culhane says.)

At a fixed cost of $10,000, Culhane took a unit of

Jensen and Brunton’s questionnaire-based content

and converted it to an app platform. Its current

working title is “Dr. Rick Jensen’s Coaching Golf’s

Mental Skills.” The material adds up to a diagnosis

plus drills and exercises dealing with weak links in

a tournament golfer’s emotional and mental

patterns. It will be available for purchase by

consumers in a truncated form. “Dr. Rick and Henry

aren’t trying to promote this and sell it online to

golfers,” says Culhane. “Important parts of it are

password-protected, blocking everyone except the

golf coaches who have gone through the training

and are able to interpret the results and set up

corrective protocols.” Culhane’s son took the test

“and said it was bang-on in terms of how his head

gets in the way of competing at an optimal level,”

reports the developer-dad. 

A group of 17 golf coaches recently went

through a test phase of the material in Port St.

Lucie, Fla., including Mike Bender Golf Academy

instructor Cheryl Anderson. Anderson came away

hugely impressed with the quality of the material

and, of course, the convenience factor of having it

contained in the form of iPhone app. “They’ve

come up with a pretty amazing coaching tool,”

says Anderson. “Within a week after I got back

from the seminar I was using the test results and

the drills to give some of the most effective lessons

I’ve ever given. They were less about physical

technique and much more about performance 

and scoring.” 

The conclusion is obvious: Getting inside the

golfer’s head and programming it for better golf

performance—they’ve now got an app for that, too.

Jensen-Brunton App is “Pro Only,” for Testing Mental-Side Flaws

http://WWW.GOLFRANGE.ORG
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It seems like a difficult trick to pull, but acreage

the locals call the “back range” provides space and

privacy. A heavy cordon of pines rings this open

field, acting as a barrier to on-course play. This

time of year the grass surface is tawny or even

brownish—otherwise the scene resembles a prac-

tice paradise. Features include a full-sized practice

hole, two tee boxes and a generous short-game

area. Fine for now, but practice and teaching are

ever more in demand at Jasper Park, so he and his

colleagues are planning an upgrade. Lown, a 

Detroit-area native who has been in town for just

a year, eyes major changes to be effected before

the 2015 golf season. He sees potential, especially

after coming directly from the posh Fairmont

Mayakoba in Mexico, host site of an annual PGA

Tour event, and before that a well-organized and
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I
t’s an ideal mid-summer afternoon in west-central Alberta.

The Fairmont Jasper Park Lodge Golf Course has been

bustling all morning long, and now the men’s league is about

to take over the first tee. Director of golf Gregg Lown and

a student are mid-lesson in complete isolation, despite the prop-

erty’s lack of a traditional range. Wedged between holes No. 6 and

11 is a ball-hitting hideaway of sorts, cloistered and private. Golfers

who pack the luxury resort’s 18-hole links make their way along

with no awareness of coach and teacher working on the swing.

R A N G E  R E N O V A T I O N S

Famed Canadian Resort
Improvises a Learning
Centerand Preps for
Improvements
North of the border, a super-short season can make spring demand for

practice and teaching hard to handle, on facilities that haven’t always

enjoyed much investment. Jasper Park is adjusting.  BY SCOTT KRAMER

http://WWW.GOLFRANGE.ORG
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tech-laden Jim McLean Golf School.

“This range will undergo an extensive irrigation

renovation next spring,” says Lown. “The grass

looks great into early summer, but by July it’s brown.

That will change, and guests will really appreciate

the upgrade.” Renovation time depends on how

long it takes for the ground to thaw and when work-

ers can start digging. Lown has made the most of

what the ol’ back range can provide, but he is 

itching to get his improvements in place.

“At Mayakoba, we certainly didn’t have any-

thing like this,” he says. “We had a typical tour

range. At the McLean school, we had two hitting

bays and an indoor launch monitor. But having

this full-sized practice hole is really unique. We’ll

also enhance the hole and hook up a TV rather

than just teach on the iPad, so students can see

what we’re talking about more clearly. We want

to improve everything, make it interesting and new

for everybody.”

But pristine conditioning is only part of what’s

to come—programming will get also get a big bump-

up. The Jasper Park Lodge range hosts a wildly

popular instruction program every spring that

Lown eyes with huge plans. The so-called Spring

Swing package stretches from May through the

beginning of July. It includes three days of three-

hour morning lessons followed by afternoon golf

with an instructor on the course. Lodging and

meals are also included.

“Instruction covers everything from green read-

ing to putting to chipping and pitching to full swing,

and then actually playing the game itself,” says

Lown. “We teach students at whatever speed

they’re at. And that’s the secret. We can’t work with

beginners on advanced lessons or hole-playing

strategies. We have to work with each individual

and help them get better from where they’re at.” It’s

an admirable approach, one that area golfers flock

to. The perpetually sold-out 12-student program

has three pros assigned to cover it, and they don’t

get many breaks.

Spring Swing attracts loyalists from Edmonton,

Calgary and Kelowna, British Columbia. “They’ll

come from pretty far off just to be part of it,” says

Lown. “Some groups are back for their 14th con-

secutive year. I’m trying to keep it fresh, so that

they want to continue coming back and experience

an enhanced version.”

This year, he and his crew introduced green

reading and added even more emphasis to the play-

ing-lesson component. “Our pros go out with

groups and play a hole as part of each morning les-

son, and discuss on-course strategy. But we can’t

just teach them the same thing every time. We have

to keep it fresh, to keep them coming back.”

One constant that they will stick to is the dozen-

golfer class size. “Any more than 12 on the practice

hole gets impersonal,” says Lown. “But 12 people

together will become like a team. We have groups

who came from two different clubs, and didn’t

know each other beforehand. They were paired

together, and now this is their annual getaway to

see each other.”

If you’ve got something good, fired by word-of-

mouth and repeaters, you can always stretch that

by using contemporary marketing tools. Now that

Lown has experienced a full year of the program,

he feels ready to input a new set of tweaks and

changes. “We are discussing how to market Spring

Swing beyond its loyal returnees, and also how to

expand on it. We’re talking about two-day pro-

grams—which would contribute to lodging rev-

enue—that might involve play in the morning and

then afternoon lessons. We’re looking at whether

we could package a full-scale four-day program.”

Discussing these possibilities with Spring Swing

regulars, Lown has already heard from a group

that wants to include in their program the resort’s

signature Cabin Experience. That’s got a notable

culinary angle, in which the chef arrives to cook

dinner at the eight-bedroom, 7,075-square foot 

Milligan Manor cabin. Why not? A Canadian golf

crew works hard to squeeze a season of golf into

too small a time window, so they go at it hard. They

need to keep their strength up. ■
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Gregg Lown (pictured

left, with student) on

the back range.
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1. Champ

(800) OK.CHAMP

www.champspikes.com

2. Coastal Netting

(800) 726-3354

www.coastalnetting.com

3. Easy Picker

(800) 641-4653

www.easypicker.com

4. Ernest Sports

(855) 354-4653

www.ernestsports.com

5. Feedback Enterprise

(757) 320-4494

www.feedback-golf.com

6. FlightScope

(407) 967-7121

www.flightscope.com

7. Foresight Sports

(858) 880-0179

www.foresightsports.com

8. Green Active Golf CS2

+ (27) 82 4178129

www.greenactivegolf.com

9. Golf Around the World

(800) 824-4279

www.golfaroundtheworld.com

10. Golf Range Specialties

(804) 305-3743

www.golfrangespecialties.com

11. Golf Web Design

(888) 287-2614

www.golfwebdesign.com

12. golfersskin

(800) 977-3440

www.golfersskin.net

13. GOLFSTR

(289) 837-0563

www.golfstr.com

14. Links Technology

(847) 252-7600

www.linkstechnology.com

15. Mitchell Golf

(800) 437-1314

www.mitchellgolf.com

16. Orange Whip Trainer

(877) 505-9447

www.orangewhiptrainer.com

17. Pepsi

(866) 737-4653

www.pgalinks.com

18. Ping

(800) 474-6434

www.ping.com

19. PlaneSWING

(256) 282-9098

www.planeswing.com

20. Power Tee

(877) 769-3781

www.powertee.com

21. Pro-Head Trainer

(877) 369-8160

www.pro-head.com

22. Range Servant

(800) 878-8050

www.rangeservant.us

23. Sand Dollar’s Solutions

(610) 334-4103

www.sand-dollars.com

24. Sterling Cut Glass

(800) 543-1317

www.sterlingcutglass.com/

golfawards

25. Tex-Net

(800) 541-1123

www.texnetusa.com

26. The Putting Arc

(800) 898-0701

www.theputtingarc.com

27. The Putting Stroke Teacher

(309) 358-1602

www.tpsteacher.com

28. TPK Golf

(800) 433-4653

www.tpkgolf.com

29. UST/Mamiya

(800) 277-0534

www.ustmamiya.com

30. Wittek Golf

(800) 869-1800

www.wittekgolf.com

R E A D E R S E R V I C E

Featured Partners
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Ernest Sports

Ernest Sports offers the ES12 and ES14 launch monitors for players of

all levels.

The ES12 is a portable launch monitor that can be used in

combination with the Ernest Sports app.  Package includes Range Data,

Scorecard, Video Analysis, Bluetooth Audible Feedback, and much more.

The ES14 is a great new tool for teaching professionals, club fitters,

and serious golfers by providing critical information to improve any

golfer’s game, including club speed, launch angle, ball speed, smash

factor, spin rate, and distance.

To learn more visit: www.ernestsports.com

GOLFSTR+

GOLFSTR+ is six golf swing training aids in one product teaching

golfers to keep the leading arm or wrist straight in the

backswing for drives, fairway shots, putting and chipping & wrist

lag in the back-swing for full swing or chipping. Wear it for 18

holes as a Straight Arm Brain Trainer to build muscle memory.

GOLFSTR+ is recommended by golf professionals and endorsed

by The Golf Partners Club. It’s not allowed in competitive

matches as it gives you an unfair advantage!

To learn more visit: www.golfstr.com

Welcome to the Family!
At the GRAA, we appreciate the business of all our partners that support
our many endeavors such as Golf Range Magazine, GRAA Best Practices,
the GRAA Awards Program, the GRAA Boot Camp Series as well as many
other digital and relationship programs.  Recently, the GRAA has
welcomed the following new partners who have come on board to
support the range side of the business and partner with our members on
growing the game and growing revenue at your respective facilities:

MovCov

(877) 419-7955

www.movcov.com

RangeCart Organizer

(800) 706-1336

www.rangecart.com
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LEARN FROM THE BEST

The PGA Center for Golf Learning and Performance in Port St. Lucie, Florida  

sets the stage for an incredible Golf School experience.

Ranked among the country’s Top 50 practice facilities, the Center features  

PGA of America Golf Schools, with top PGA Professionals presenting  

state-of-the-art instruction for your game.

PGAVILLAGE.com  |  800-800-GOLF (4653)

Golf School Packages with Rounds at PGA Golf Club Start at $835

Reserve Your PGA of America Golf Experience Today!
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Golf Range Association of
America Preferred Vendors
In recognition of their support and participation, The Golf Range

Association of America wishes to thank the following GRAA

Preferred Vendors.

800 OK CHAMP

www.champspikes.com

Official Spike and Tee Supplier

800-726-3354

www.coastalnetting.com

Exclusive Netting Company

800-641-4653

www.easypicker.com

Official Range Equipment Supplier

EASY PICKER
®

GOLF PRODUCTS

888-287-2614

www.golfwebdesign.com

Official Web Designer

877-769-3781

www.powertee.com

Official Automated Tee System

800-541-1123

www.texnetusa.com

Exclusive Netting Company

800-869-1800

www.wittekgolf.com

Official Range Equipment Supplier

800-225-8500

www.titleist.com

Official Equipment Company

http://www.champspikes.com
http://www.coastalnetting.com
http://www.easypicker.com
http://www.golfwebdesign.com
http://www.powertee.com
http://www.texnetusa.com
http://www.wittekgolf.com
http://www.titleist.com
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